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Comments on Adam W.'s review of Music for a Green Planet
1 Review

Music for a Green Planet
by Hayes Greenfield
www.musicforagreenplanet.com
Description: Children's CD.

Adam W.'s review
Adam W.
48 reviews
Send Message | Add to Friends

March 10, 2008

Almost Makes Me Wish I Had Kids
This CD is exactly the kind of music i would put on the radio for my kids if I had any.
Hayes Greenfield essentially took old classics like "she's coming 'round the mountain", set
them to some great jazz riffs, and altered the words slightly so that all the songs have a
great sustainable message. In the age of Barney and all that other "get in your head so
you never stop singing it" children's music, this is some great jazz i wouldn't mind going
through my head on repeat (at least for a while) Plus, while most children's music has a
good message - the is the first one I know of that centers on sustainability in specific.
Rock on Hayes!
Adam W.'s keywords: entertainment, old classics, round the mountain, riffs, children
music
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Comments on Review:
Beth B. says:
Thanks, Adam./ The CD Will be available April 22nd, and by the end of March,
people can get song downloads from http://www.musicforagreenplanet.com and
other sources.
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